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FUPl is the first edition of an unified program for calculating all the fast
neutron data (1 0 keV- 20 MeV) in ENDF / B-4 format for fis!ile nucleus. it is
designed on the base of MUP2 code which is 由e 部cond edition of an unified
program for theoretical calculation of fast neutron data of medium-heavy nu
cleusf11by using optical model. Hauser-Feshbach theory with width fluctuation
ωrrection (WHF) and pre-equilibrium (PE) statistical theo叩 based on exciton
model.

FUPl code calcula能s the following data as output: the total cross 臼ction，

elastic 侃attering cross section, nonelastic cross 回ction ， total including up to 40
isolated levels and continuum state inelastic cross sections; 仙，2剖，仙，3n) and
(n,4n) croSs 臼ctions; total fission cross section ，仙，η，仙，n'O，仙，2nO and 仙，2nO

cross sections of nucleus, for from the first up to the 40th excited state and the
ωntinuum state;the average cosine of the scattering angle (L-system) for elastic
scattering, the average logarithmic energy decrement for elastic scattering (~ ),
由e zreo order G. G. parameter ('0 = ~ 2/ 2~ ), i. e. the average of the 叫uare

of the logarithmic energy decrement divided by twice of average logarithmic en·
ergy decrement for elastic scattering ; the elastic scattering angular distribution
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and 由e inelastic scattering angular distribution for 锦ch isolated levels of the
residual nucleus, the secondary neutron spec忧a for 仙，n')，仙，2时，仙，如) and
(o,4n) reactions, the fission neutron (ωntain the emitting neutrons before fis
sion) s阴etta for total fission cross section and for 仙刀，仙，n'O，仙，2nf)仙，3nη
reactions, respectively. All nuclear data are given for one fissile isotope and the
output data are given aα:ording to ENDF / B-4 format.

In FUPI 由e energy region of incident neutron is restricted to from 10 keY
ω20 MeV. In this region, the maximum number of incident neutron energy
points is ISO. The dir回t r回ction components of the inelastic 民attering for 4
isolated levels of 由e residual nucleus by using coupled channel calculation are
placed as input. These direct components are added to the calculated compound
nucleus cross 臼ction and angular distribution. The optical potentials used in
由e calculation are Woods-Saxon for the real part and the volume absorption
imaginary part, derivative Woods-Saxon for the surface absorption imaginary
pa民， and Thomas fonn for the L-S coupling part. A microscopic optical poten
tialωlculation with Skynne forces could be also u回d in FUPI. The transmis
sion ciefficients used in WHF, the inver臼 cross 比ctions used in PE, the total
cross section, absorption cross section and the shape elastic scattering cross sec
tion are calculated by optical model. In principle, we use WHF in lower energy
region (ED < 3 MeV), and u回 PE in higher energy region (En> 3 MeV). The
gamma ray widths are calculated based on the double peaks' giant dipole reso
nan饵 model. The fission widths used in WHF and the fission pa叫al width used
in PE are calculated based on the equivalent single fission barrier model. The
level density parameter a, the pair energy correction A, the fission barrier and
)evel density on sidle point parameters 町，鸟， X2, 1ic.o and eps are adjustable
parameters, which are given by ASFP - a program for automatically search
ing for the fission parameters of a group of fissile nuclei. The Pauli principle
have been considered in the calculation of the state density in PE. The fission
neutron s阴ctra are taken as Maxwe11ian, and the spectrum parameters (nuclear
temperatures) are calculated from the Y values (the numbers of prompt fission
neutron) which are calculated according to R. J. Howerton!2].

The radial equation in optical model is solved by Cowell method and the
double precision arithmetic is u臼d in OM calculation. The Gauss-Legendre ten
points formula is used in all the numerical in
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1 R-matrix Analysis of 110 System

This is a cooperation program of Tsinghua University, P. R. C. and Los
Alomos National Laboratory (LANL), U. S. A. It was finished at LANL in the
仇t， 1989. The analysis includes all best experimental data in 170 system for
neutron energies from 0 to 6.2 MeV. The result will be u笛d in CEND-2 of P.
R. C. and ENDF / B-4 ofD.S.A.

2 Comparison between codes RAC and EDA

EDA is a R-matrix code ofLANL , RAC is our R-matrix Code. We have
done the comparison between these two codes by analyzing 由e 110 system.
Very good agreement on calculation results of RAe and EDA was obtained us
ing the same 甜t of parameters.
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